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BLEND: 85% Cabernet Sauvignon 
 10% Petite Sirah
 1% Malbec
 2% Merlot
 2% Petit Verdot

ALCOHOL: 14.5%

PH: 3.82

TA: 0.57 gms/100ml

COOPERAGE: 30% New American oak 
 for 18 months

HARVESTED: Sept 23 - Oct 19, 2021

2021 | ALLOMI NAPA VALLEY, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

THE HESS COLLECTION WINES FROM NAPA VALLEY

Though just 30 miles long and a few miles wide, Napa Valley is home to diverse 
microclimates and soils uniquely suited to wine grape growing. It is considered one of the 
premier wine regions in the world. The Hess Collection wines are family owned, 
sustainably farmed and dedicated to reflecting a true sense of place. Our wines are 
recognizable for their elegant, rich and complex flavors and a tradition of excellence.

NAPA VALLEY ALLOMI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

A pioneer by nature, Donald Hess was determined to defy convention and pursue 
winemaking in the far reaches of the Napa Valley. In 1995, he sought out the Allomi 
Vineyard with a vision to uncover its potential. Once a dormant beauty, the Allomi 
Vineyard now gives life to luxury Napa Valley wines. Our estate vineyard is located in the 
gently rolling hills of northeastern Napa Valley. The 210-acre vineyard is focused into 35 
unique growing blocks with six different Cabernet Sauvginon clones that add diversity of 
flavors and complexity to this wine. 

TASTE WITH THE WINEMAKER

“The combination of steady heat and well-drained clay loam soils in our Allomi Vineyard 
allows fruit to ripen evenly, gaining welcomed complexity and layers of flavor. The 
Allomi Vineyard consistently delivers fruit of the highest quality, and this vintage was no 
different. On the nose, our Allomi Cabernet offers enticing aromas of currant, blackberry 
and elegant expressions of vanilla. These aromas are complemented by layered flavors of 
juicy balanced fruit, most notably black and red cherry and raspberry. Plush, 
well-integrated tannins provide a round, delicious mouthfeel, and lead to elements of 
cocoa powder supported by a subtle oak spice, adding to the personality of the wine and 
reminding us why this is one of our most popular Napa offerings.”           

  – Dave Guffy, Director of Winemaking

VINTAGE NOTES

Vintage 2021 delivered superb results. Spring was marked by occasional rains, which 
brought welcome soil saturation, and cooler temperatures, allowing fruit to mature at a 
steady pace. Summer helped the grapevines ripen completely and conditions continued to 
be almost ideal throughout August and September. The warm days and cool nights of the 
Fall season allowed gradual sugar accumulation and longer hang times, promising fruit 
of the highest quality with structural beauty. With a slightly later harvest and a smaller 
crop yield, fruit was picked at its peak, for a small yet mighty vintage promising 
exceptional flavor in bottle.
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P a c i f i c O
 c e a n The Hess Collection is certified California Sustainable Winery


